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Introduction 

F or the recent development of exact sciencei' and particularly for that 
of physics thc followin g are characteristic: 

1. By experimentalist working with developed technics, a high number 
of properties of matter and physical phenomena differing to a considerable 
cxtent from that of the hitherto known properties, moreover contradicting 
them. and often quite striking characteristics are recognized within a relatively 
short time. 

2. The conceptions and theorems of individual branches of sciences 
-were becoming quite abstract and indi,-idual concepts and laws were also 
ui'ed in other branches of sciences. Thus, the content of concepts, and la'ws, 
respecth-ely their extension, during a short period undergo such considerable 
changes which might be justified, sometimes considered with good reason as 
being revolutionary ones. 

3. The increasingly thorough revealing of the manifold properties of 
nature, in organic connection with each other leads, however, to the differ
entiation of the individual branches of sciences. 

The properties enumerated in the above three points, characteristic 
for exact sciences are consequences of the development of human knowledge. 
Human beings are penetrating ever more profoundly into the knowledge of 
objective reality, which requires the supervision of old theories, a new inter
pretation of traditional concepts which the abundance of material calls for 
specialization. 

The above-mentioned three factors which are closely related to each 
other, are characteristic for all natural sciences, but most plastically they 
appear in physics. Thus, contradictions prove to he the most exponent here and, 
therefore, can. he solved within the shortest time. In our paper prohlems 
exclusively arising in physics are dealt with, though most of them can he 

mutatis mutandis - refer to problems of other natural sciences too. 
Difficulties encountered owing to the ahoye mentioned reasons are 

experienced in scientific research work as well as in teaching. The main diffi
culty consists of the fact, that researches and ali'o the high level teachjng 
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staff can keep step only with the de...-elopment of a single branch or only of 
a few branches of physics, whereas they are out-of-date in some other branch('" 
at least at a le...-el corresponding to modern results. The backwardness is mainly 
due to the fact, that the enumerated factors are also acting within a short 
space of time in a ...-ast number of branches. 

The backwardness in details is of course natural and is not detrimental 
in itself. It becomes detrimental only then when it manifests itself in the inter
pretation of fundamental concepts and laws, respecti...-ely, when .it appear;; 
to be rigidly insisting on the olel content of concepts and laws. The occurrence 
of both factors may result in serious mistakes in regard to research, teaching, 
and hinder the correct formulation of ideology of an individual person, respec
tively, hinder the elasticity of the already developed ideology of dialectical 
materialism. 

It is known that in the process of recognition wc are going oyer from 
obser...-ation, from the experiment to theoretical considerations and from 
that again to experiment, i.e. to practice. Though the relations contained 
between this tripartition haye already been thoroughly examined in se,-eral 
excellent works by the classics of .\Iarxism and the problems which arose hayp 
completely been soh-cd within the frame of dialectical materialism. The interac
tion between theory and practice is, however. so manifold that its discu8sion 
from a new aspect is always up-to-datc and stimulating to further researchs. 

In science and particularl~- in physics it seems to be appropriate to deyd
op eyery branch of phy;;;ics, starting out from possibly small llumbprs and 
simple starting conditions. concisely without internal contradiction" and in 
an elegant manner. It .is also f(~quired that our knowledge concerning reality 
be easy to survey and the degree of abstraction be measurable. I.e. we hay!:' 
to kno\\- the measure of abstraction of the used' concepts and laws, as well 
as their yalidit:-. limits. 'Vhcreas. from the point of ,-iew of resrarch it i;: 
particularly stimulating to examine whether all the possibilities huye bC('l1 
exploited, i.e. 'whether somc further plausible alternatiyes of the theory haye 
not h("en omitted. 

It is evident that the solution of the raised problems ought to be s!:'en 
in the increased axiomatization of the branches uf physics, and at the sam(' 
time, in the purposeful de\'elopment according to the points of yiew of know
ledge and logics of the general models of theory. 

The importance of the mod!'l formation is therefore eyident. and so 
often emphasized that it is indeed superfluous to go into details eycn if we 
are now considering the regular building out of general discipline moclels.l 

1 Gnder a discipline model such a general theoretical model of a branch of science is t() 

be understood, which is developed for the simplification of the complicated dynamical and 
structural conditions of the real world in order to give unambiguously and quantitatiyely 
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The importance ofaxiomatization in physics is, however, less accepted 
or at least rarely pointed out, though its useful effect has been felt in the 
case of mechanics and particularly in that of thermodynamics. Considering 
the importance of the application of the axiomatic method and furthermore, 
that some people are of the opinion that the axiomatization is an action for 
an end in itself we deem it as necessary to demonstrate already here the lack 
'which occurs when in a branch of science no axiomatic method at all is used. 

The axiomatic method means, that by recognizing the impossibility 
of determining every concept and to prove every theorem used in a branch of 
science, the concepts and theorems are retraced to basic concepts and basic 
theorems, which are to a certain extent, an abstraction of objective reality. 
Therefore, the scientific discipline in which the relation of the derived concepts 
and theorems, on the basic concepts and theorems as well as their validity 
lImits are not clarified (at least in an implicite form), then serious difficulties 
are encountered in formulating a uniform theory for scientific requirements.2 

In this paper - even if schcmatically - we should like to show the 
advantages of the conscious application of axiomatic methods, as well as to 
make an explicite attempt to connect axiomatism with model formulation 
at a gnosiological level. More exactly 'we should like to show, that physical 
theories 'whether they are concise or not, are axiomatic model-theories anyway. 
This means, that at an adequately developed degree of abstraction the proper
ties of individual discipline models can always be characterized by the 
system of axioms. Finally we hope to succeed in enlightening, to a certain 
extent, the relation between sensorial and intellectual recognition, so that it 
may correspond to materialistic ephistemology, but in a way that was hitherto 
scarcely examined. 

the laws of a class of phenomena and their validity limits. Such a discipline model is for instance 
the theoretical model of classical mechanics by which the description of state variations related 
to the pure change of place of bodies with high rest masses and low velocities is given. Similarly 
the discipline model of classical thermodynamics signifies the totality of quantitative 
relations and laws yalid under the simplified conditions which is determined by the paradox 
concept of "equilibrium process". The manner and circumstances of the determination of 
discipline models is dealt with in detail further on. Care should be taken not to confound the 
discipline model interpreted as the theoretical model of a branch of science with the ordinary 
concretp concept of a model. of which there will be question also later on. 

" As it becames eyident from the followings. there is no branch of science which were 
missing the use at least the hidden use of the elements of the axiomatic method. Moreover 
this m~thod cannot be missed in scientifical yiews such as the dh'erse yariations of religions 
in which the statement of the existence of God. Buddha is a basic theorem. an "axiom" accord
ing to formal logics. It is quite a different probfem that no reality is in a religious ideology based 
upon the existence of empirically not confirmable concepts as basic theorems. This means. 
that its axioms are empty from the point of yiew of the real world and the theory derived 
from them is false, though not necessarily in contradiction with the theorems of formal logics. 
'Ve dont want to mention that in the different religious ideologies also from the points ofyiew 
of formal logics several contradictions are contained. It is howeyer. eYident that even not 
scientifical mental constructions are necessarily built upon basic theorems and basic concept, 
and this is particularly the situation for theories of scientific requirements. 
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First of alL we shall show how much theories are in need of aXIOms. 
Then philosophical problems related to the concept of thc axiom will be 
outlined. 

1. The role of axioms III theory3 

From a formal logical point of yiew eyery science IS a certain system 
of concepts referring to decrees and conclusions ,,-hich by determined methods 
may be drawn from them. The concepts, decrees and conclusions are funda
mental forms of thinking. Whereas the scientific method is such a general 
action which establishes connections betwcen fundamental forms of thinking 
and mobilizes concepts according to the purposes of science. The mOYt'ment 
of concepts is the motion of a determined course of thinking, by which to a 
certain extent the motion of reality is reflected this corresponding to tht> 
existing content and ,"olume of concepts. 

Eyery science - thus natural sciences too, - is on the OJl(" hand a method 
and on the other hand a theory. Both are a unit," hut not of the same identity. ." . 
The method is the regularized course and relation of basic fundamental forms 
of thinking as a motion. 

Whert'Hs. the theory of a scit'nce dealing with a determined domain of 
reality is a relation of eoncepts, deerees and concl u~ions reflecting the objectin> 
("ollditions of the respectin' topies. 

The basie problem of each s('i(~nc(' is, to ,\·hat degree and to wha t ('xt('nt 
the concepts and theorems building up its theory are true. i.e. to what extent 
they might b(" consid("red a~ a good approximation of objeetiv(" reality. In a 
more developed branch of seienee, by whieh analytical and perha Pi' 0.1"0 
synthetical decrees might be made, the concepts are interpreted by formal 
definitions, wehrea;; the formal confirmation of theorems and la,\"" are per
formed in a d("duetin' manner. The formal definition of a coneept is t'(IuiYalcnt 
to giving its exact contents - hence its important charact("ristics - and 
extension, i.e. its relation to other concepts. By the definition of a coneept, 
therefore, the knowledge of other eoncepts. the confirmation of a theorem and 
that of other theorems is required. Thus, if we want to elefin(" in a deductiye 
manner each concept and to eonfirm eaeh th("orem, then ("ither an infinit!, 
series of cOll("epts and thr:orems is achieyed or we return to an already preyious-
1y encountereel basil' element, thus commit th .. error of a eirculus vitiosns:! 

"The role of the axiomatic method in mathematics is analysed in detail by A. :'\. KOL-
~roGOROV. Great Soyietic Encyclopedy yol. 1. page 613 (Rus;;ian). . 

4 Three main forms of the determination of a cOllcept is known by formal logics, the 
genetic. the nominal and the real or objective definition. - " ~ 

Though in exact natural sciences all the three methods of determination arc used the 
first two m;thods are in general not satisfactory and also the objectiye determination i" in 
general used with the aid of quantities representing concepts in the form of rigorous quan
titative relations. In these sciences beside of quantitatiye definitions in general only the "pri
mary terminm;es" as for instance "every", "all", "exists", "no", "and", "than if". "only 
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In order to eliminate the difficulty encountered in all branches of science, 
one has to choose individual concepts and theorems, which are considered 
as being correct without any definitions and deduction. These concepts will 
be the basic concepts and theorems of the rcspcctiYe discipline. Basic theorems 
referring to the basic concepts are axioms, whereas the system of axioms of 
the discipline in question is formed by the system of basic theorems. 

Aristoteles already knc,,- that "all sciences should be based on proof. 
but the knowledge of direct basic theorems cannot be proyecl."5 Howen·r.. 
a problem arises whether the correctness of basic theorems and axioms within 
the frame of a giyen branch of science cannot be confirmed. then according 
to what criteria are they to be considered as true? 

According to the idealists, basic theorems and aXIOms are a priori 011('5. 

and the criterion of their correctness is direct eyidence. It was tried to soh-p 
this problem by formal logies ,,-ith the aid of mathematics, so that for all 
8ystems of axioms of all diseiplines a 8ati8faetion of certain requirement;;: is 
needed. By these requirements 'which are known from mathematical logics 
in the purest form as regards the sY8te111 of axioms, the existence of complete
ness: the counterdiction of a free being and that of independence aTe rpquired. 
'Ve do not deal here with this problem, as to how this satisfaction of these 
requirements for a system of axioms could eithcr be or could at all be estah
li~hecl. It should be, ho'weyer. mentioned that eyen in 5ul'h an apparel1tly 
dominantly deductiye branch of science as mathematil'~, we canllot gi \t' a 
positiYe answer cOllcerning completeness, 'whereas. concerning the further 
requirements in some simpler cases only." Thus, it is justified to raist' tlw 
(Iuestion ,dH'ther in g"llf>ral positiye replies might at all lw obtained. 

then". '·then and only then" are playing an important role. Therefore in exact "ciences in the 
majority of cases the way which leads to the definition of a new concept can he followed and the 
foregoing>' can he relath-ely rapidly confirmed. 

;; Analytica posteriora, Yol. 1 Chapter 3. 
,; The description of the examinations of mathematical logical character referring to Ill(> 

independence and completeness as well as contradiction freeliness of a system ofaxiollls 
cannot be dealt with. Their detailed analysis is not justified. because the real criteria of the 
correctness of a system of axioms are not these requiremen (:'. 

Their !'ignificance moyes only within the frame of formal logics. It should be howeyt>r. 
noted that particularly the examination referring to the completene:,!' of the system ofaxionb 
is ...-ery complicated, hecause the concept of completeness might ha,-e many formulations not 
equiyalent "'ith one another. (:\lonomorphi,.m. izomorphism. categoricity). On the other hand 
the three requireU1E'nt5 are eyidently not to be considered with an identical importance neither 
for the judgment of the formal logical correctness of a system of axioms. The yalue of the COll

tent of the system of axioms is not influenced by the dependence or indepence of the systcm 
of axioms. It makes no trouble if the il1diyidual axioms of a system of axiolU!' are superfluous. 
hence if they are loo determined from the formal logical point of ...-iew. The problem of independ
ence is thus eyen as regards formal logics. only an aesthetical problem, the realization of which 
is endeavoured. hut if such cosmetics of a sy!'tem of axiom!' requires too much effort - at least 
at the beginning - 50 we are rather disregarding neglecting it. This is the situation in the !';;stem 
ofaxiom~ of sO;;1e discipline of physics d;yeloped up to no;" for instance in classicial mech'anic,,_ 
and thermodynamics. There is hence. no reason for haying an ayersion against the axiomatic 
method only hecanse at the beginning in a discipline no syst~m comisting o{independent axioms 
can be formulated. For instance :\'ewton's second and third axiom!' are eyidently not independ-

:5 P",;o,liea Poly,,· .. hnka Ch, YI ,I. 
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On the basis of the history of development of mathematics, dialectic 
materialism gives the following answer to the emerging problems. 

The fact that in the course of our thoughts certain starting point theo
rems which are considered as axioms are correct, and also that there is a char
acterizing property for sciences in which, to the deductive method of develop
ing theorems, a considerable role is given. This has already been the situation 
since a long time in mathematics, and this tendency can also be observed 
in theoretical physics which is, to a great extent, differentiated and became 
very abstract. Therefore, the application of the axiomatic method is also 
required in physics. 

Concepts and theorems of mathematics and even more directly of phy
sics refer to the materially objectively existing world. Thus, for the satisfac
tion of the above mentioned formal logical requirements - as a possible 
control which might be, however, necessary from the gnosiological aspect
concepts and theorems of sciencc can be correct only if they refer to the real 
'world i.e. if details and conditions of objective reality are reflected to a certain 
approximation by them. The consideration of basic concepts and axioms as 
the reflections of objective reality, hO'wever, means, that axioms are the 
general results arrived at from the examination of the world, hence they are 
110t starting points but are results. According to dialectic materialism, axioms 
are not of an a priori origin, neither are statements expressing predestinated 
harmony in nature, but such products of the examination of an objecth'ely 
existing reality which have been produced in the course of logical inductions 
by the continuous control of practice. Therefore, axioms have been created 
by the historical and logical generalization of empirical results.iThus. they 
are starting points only for logical thinkers working with deductive methods, 
and to prove them means to demonstrate their origin. By a concisc applica
tion of the dialectic materialistic method the roots of the origin of axioms 
are to be shown in their contents, volume, as well as in their \'alidity limit", 
",hen'as, from the changes taking place in the course of time it can be stated, 
that the basic theorcms of a branch of science are formed and. developed 
during the continuous interaction of induction and deductio'n by the constant 
control of practice. 

ent axioms. their value is however not affected by this font. Whereas the quick and exact 
development of the theorems of the theory is enabled. The 1110st important formal logical 
requirement which should be sustained within a model theory concerning a system of axioms 
is the requirement of being counterdiction free, (see later OD ). Further on we will see that the 
:;ingle objective criterion of the validity of axioms is, that they shall be in accordance ,dth our 
knowledges referring to a determined domain of reality, ,dth experimental experience and with 
practice, 

'The following remark is made by Lenin concerning the origin of axioms: "Human 
mind was completed by the practical acth-ity of man. to repeat the diffcrent logical forms 
in billion and billion of cases in order that they have significance of an axiom". LENIN: Filoz6-
fiai fiizetek, p. 166 Szikra 1954. 
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The axioms of no scientific disciplines and those of any hranch of physicl' 
are to he considered as dogmas, lieither are they to he recognized as a result 
of intuition or as a suhjective discovery. Thus, the hasic validity of an axiom 
is not direct suhjective evidence, due to their simplicity - the more so hecause 
among theorems which can he proved by their aid - there are often those 
to bc found which are morc evident as axioms themselves - but their accord
ance with our further knowledge referring to reality with practic('. 

2. Experiment and theol'Ys 

To the fundamental elements of a group of laws, the system of axioms 
of a discipline prevailing in the real ,,{orld can he conjugated. The relation 
hetween these laws and axioms can only he understood if one knows the 
scientific historical instances connected to experiment and theory. Further 
it can be enlightened through the relation of inductive and deductivr con
clusion mrthods hy experience, thcory, practice and social necessity. Our 
task is, on the basis of historical facts and materialistical ideology, to examiw' 
thc role of the methodical process of induction and deduction in the formulation 
and developmcnt of physical theories, keeping the constant relation and 
interaction of experiencc, abstraction and practice in mind. 

In the coursc of history it has oftcn occurred, that some rcscarchcr" 
bclieved in the omnipotence of the inductive method, whereas others in that 
of the deductive method, thus emphasizing the primary role of empirism, 
respectively that of theory. It is doubtless when revie,ving the history of 
physics experimentation is dominant in certain periods, whereas in other 
epochs the theoretieal development prevails. Development of theories takes 
the direction towards construction of a discipline eyer more by using the more 
general and more abstract method namely the deductive one. This fact is 
clearly shown also by the history of geometry, astronomy, physics, chemistry, 
moreover hy that of biology. On the other hand, the idea of thc possihility 
of an a priori knowledge is to he found in the longwearing inyariancy of Euc
Iideall geometry in those circumstances that the inductive way which lead" 
to it, could scarcely have been followed before Euelides. On the other hand 
Bacon, Galilei, Newton and Faraday, founders of modern natural sciences. 
believed rather in regular experimenting. It is, however, douhtless that before 
the establishment of the Euelidian svstem of axioms certain observations 
were also needed, because the first apostles and their followers concerned 
with regular experimenting were not completely saved from the idea of 
'~lldeayouring to achieye generalities. Thus one can calmly state that in a 
given era the proportion of experimental, resp. of theoretical investigation s 

8 The examination of the relation of experiment and physics is dealt with in detail 
by Max BORN: in his book entitled Experiment and Theory in Physics (Cambridge University 
Press.) 

5* 
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might increase or decrease, and thus, the relative (IUalltitati\"(' rdatioll of 
applied inducth-e resp. deductive research methods could change to a con
siderable extent; but essentially both exist in every epoch. Historically it is 
evident, that empirism and induction arc the primaries, and only if suffici('ut 
empirical data arc available do the theories of different degrees of develop
Illent appear. The primary task is to arrange and intcrprete on tll(' hasi;; of 
logical and uniform principles the large quantity of empirical material. It i" 
also evident and necessary that at an adequate degre(' of accuracy tIlt' appli
cation of a deductive respectively axiomatic method lw llHule possibl(', hy 
which the development of a branch of science is rendcred possible in an exact_ 
concise and elegant manner, and also gives the possibility of arriving to 
analytical decrees indicating the direction of further dn-doplllent, and 
perhaps al!;o that of ~ynthetical ones is emured. 

The foregoing have already been several lillles l'xamined concerning 
the development of a systt'1l1 of axiom;; of individual chapt!'r;; of mathematic;; 
(particularly of geometry), and is a1::-o confirmed eOllc(,I'Iling the detaiJ~. 

In physics a classical and successful (,xample for axiolllatical rJndoplllPllt i~ 

thermodynamics, the axiomatical building up of which look place right )wfoj'(' 
our own eyes, thus these circumstances could easily he followedY 

At the end of the last century, classical therl1lodynal1lic~ similarl) to 
t;.lassical mechanics and electrodynamics was thought hy the majority of 
physicists essentially to be finished. There was, however, in the assumption 
of being finished a relevant di.fference between heat thcory, and for instance, 
theory of electricity. Electromagnetic phenomena known until the turn of 
the century were correctly described, almost without exception, by Maxwellian 
electrodynamics, at the same time by classical heat theory only the equi
librium, the so-called quasi-static and, therefore, reversiblf' processes could 
be described and an account could he given only of the course of non-statical 
processes varying in time, and, therefore, irreversible. On the other hand 
it is a well known fact, that macroscopical processes effectively taking place 
in nature are always irreversible, thus it is comprehensible that a theory 
giving the description of these processes is very important, as from the scienti
fical point of view, as well as from that of application. 

It is true that since the middle of the last century several attempts were 
made in order to develop a heat theory of effective dynamic character, in 
which also an account is given of the course of thermical processes and can 
therefore be called thermodynamics. However, such a theory could not )w 

" Of course attempts have been made for and this building up axiomatically every branch 
of physics, should not be underestimated. Such examinations have, however been made up 
to now to the highest extent in thermodynamics in which the method applied contributed 
not only to the pure and exact ordering and development of the theory but also significant 
new results have been achieved by it. SO)DlERFELD in the preface of hi" work ,)Yorlesungen 
liber Thermodynamik und Statistik« Vliesbaden 1952 calles thermo<1 ynnmics the prototype 
of axiomatically constructed sciences. 
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founded until the year of 1930. (Since no variations in time occur in classical 
thermodynamics, and so this discipline is now called thermostatics.) Consider
ing that this problem was already up-to-date at the end of the nineteenth 
cen tury, some physicists committed everything in order to be successful, 
thus it is quite clear that o·wing to this great endeavour many incorrect 
concepts and theories were born. 

\Ve should like to state that some researches spoke of entropy flow 
din·rgencies, vortexes without any foundation, as if the only question would 
be the description of an ordinary hydrodynamic problem as in the case of 
thermal phenomena. These desperate investigations at the turn of the century 
warned the careful researchers to partake in an increased vigilance and they 
had been hereby compelled to repeatedly examine the basic concepts and 
theorems of thermodynamics (thermostatics) and to rigorously outline the 
,-alidity limits of the theory built up on the model of reversible processes. 
The examination and estabilishing of the validity limits of basic concepts 
and theorems of heat theory was realized by infinitely many repeated processes 
and these finally led to huilding up of axiomatic thermostatics.l° 

3. Experiment - model - theory 

A system of axioms of a discipline to be axiomaticized those being at an 
adequate stage of development should simultaneously satisfy the requirements 
of reality as those of theory in such a way that in theory only concepts ahstract
cd from realitv should be used. 

Our previous problem again occurs in a more explicit form as follows: 
what is the degree of abstraction, how generally and how profoundly do the 
abstracted concepts reflect the properties of the objects of the real world. 
To what extent are the axioms of the system and the theorems derived from 
those accurate copies of la"ws of the real world. Hence, what degree of abstrac
tion is required by the first step of knowledge from experiences to that of 
abstract thinking, further in which way can the degree of abstraction be 
controlled during its application in effective practice of results obtained 
from theory? 

Hence, the formulation of the individual concepts and theorems means 
that in every branch of science an abstraction depending on its stage of deve
lopment should be carried out. As regards the whole discipline in question, 
it can be stated that in place of the real world, respectively, of its parts, 
structure and dynamism more or less idealized pictures of more simple struc
tures ought to be put. Namely, simpler structures and mechanisms are more 
accessible for scientific analysis than the real ones, further, at a gh-en stage 

10 See in detail 1. GYAR~IATI: The "crisis of thermodynamics" and a new theory. Fizikai 
Szemle VI. nr. 6. Budapest 1956. - -
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of development - which at a given epoch are determined by the accuracy 
of concepts and theorems to be formulated - just these are the ones to 
be constructed. 

For producing new concepts and theorems just as for filling in the alread~
known ones by new contents, the starting point of its foundation is always 
the experiment. This also refers to the cases when this is not directly visible~ 
because the priority of experiment is screened by some hypothesis. The 
experimentalist either proves or denies the practical activity of research i.e. 
primarily during scientific experimentation, the already earlier established 
theoretical theorems, on the other hand its experimental results might become 
sources of new concepts and theorems i.e. of new theories. Thus, the experi
mentalist essentially carries out the same process with his instruments, his 
organs of sense and his intellect in the founding of a new theory as does his 
theoretical colleague who works in the abstraction of new concepts and con
firmation ofthe new theorems with mathematical and logical tools. If the experi
mentalist endeavours to establish in his experiments the objective law5~ 

practically in objective forms with the aid of instruments and organs of senses 
under the purest conditions and in their most characteristic form, then he is 
actually carrying out the same work as the theoretical researchcr does III 

thinking. Thus, it is also indispensable for experimentalists to observe one or 
the other aspect of experimental subjects in their purest form, i.e. free of 
disturbing moments, further to consider the whole subject to be examined 
and the related processes in as near approximation as possible to a unity. 
The experiment prepared 'with the most unambiguous choice of the required 
conditions and circumstances, and by examinations free of disturbing effects 
of one or more essential characters of the phenomena examined, thus, in a 
practical way the soil for forming the concepts and decrees rcferring to the 
phenomenon, hence for the logical abstraction. 

Empirical data, howeyer, collected during the practical acth'ity of 
research, hence data obtained by pure induction, only very incompletely and 
roughly reflect the manifold and complicated structure of the real world. 
On the other hand, a collection of data even if listed in a tabellary order cannot 
be regarded uniformly. Therefore, already the experimentalist needs a picture 
which provides a connection between the real ,I'orld and experimental data, 
tables, as functions of relations obtained by him. This connection between 
the real world and empirical data is idealized material, body, space; process 
from the point of view of scientific analysis obtained by abstraction which 
contain only essential properties, containing them uniformly, however, hence 
the physical model. 

Well developed physical models which are widespreadly used are to a 
great number well known from the disciplines of classical physics as ,,·ell. 
N either the descriptions of these nor their enumeration is our task, howeyer, 
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'we shall remember the models of classical mechanics, the material point, the 
rigid body, the deformable body, respectively, within the latter the friction. 
free and frictioning, viscous, incompressible and compressible fluids etc. 

The point charge of electrodynamics, the dipoles and multipoles of the 
charge system, further in other rcspects the process models of static, statio
nary, quasi-stationary etc., fields, display a similar model-likeness and this 
is the type of the optical model which has considerable practical significance: 
the particular model of geometric optics. Finally some models of modern 
branches of science should be mentioned, for instance, the atomic shell model, 
the shell and liquid-drop model of atomic nuclei, Landau and Gorter's two 
fluid-models of liquid Helium , ... -ithout which there cannot be question of 
any theory in the above mentioned branches,ll 

The importance of the correct choice of model theory is confirmed by 
those scientific historical data, which show that from among the branches 
of physics and as regards their concepts exact, first of all those were developed 
which had models that could be determined bv uniform. clear and often . ' 
unambiguous conditions, and the description of which could also be carried 
out quantitatively. The successive and approximative knowledge of the 
complicated and manifold world consists in the formulation of simpler and 
more idealized models than in models compatible with empirism, moreover 
in models reflecting more exactly the conditions of the reai world and relying 
upon recently obtained empirical facts as basic sources. 

In the above-mentioned examples abstraction and simplification, indis
pensable in the choice of models (with the exception of static, stationary and 
quasi-stationary electric fields) was mentioned, mainly in connection with 
the structural conditions of nature. However, by the exceptions it is shown 
that abstraction and simplification are very important factors from the point 
of view of the complicated course of phenomena in regard the manner of 
description, too, also the clarification of individual processes. On the basis 
of what has already been mentioned ahove, considering a whole. discipline 
model, structural and dynamic models or (process models) are to he distin
guished. Since the properties of the structural mode18 can easily he visualized 
and are well known, only some interesting aspects of dynamic models are 
dealt with in detail here. 

From among dynamic models it is douhtless that the ahstract model of 
equilihrium is the simplest one. The model of quasi-static processes is a little 
more complicated, this heing based on virtual processe" hetween systems in the 
equilihrium state or virtual processes taking place hetween systems in rever
sihle processes, and alternatively on the possihility of reversible processes as 
a limiting case. The dynamical model of stationary processes is even more 

11 :Models enumerated here are evidently discipline model;;, because the total of a branch 
of science or at least some organically related part of it is built upon it. 
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complicated. This model, though similarly based on the equilibrium state 
of stationarity in time, on the state of steady systems, ho-weYer, in a stationary 
state the constancy in time can onlv be attained ,,-ith the aid of the surround-. . 
ings of the system by taking them into account and by keeping the correspond
ing parameters satisfactory for the requirements of prescribed values. The 
theoretical mode18 of quasi-stationary processes and turbulent phcnomena 
are eyen more complicated, and in certain cases these process-modcls cannot 
he unamhiguously defined. 

ReYiewing the different branches of physics, it can be seen that the rapid 
deyelopment and the widespread applicability of classical mechanics and 
electrodynamics is primarily due to the correct choice of models in reference 
to the structural built up of matter. It is just by the properties of models 
that the application of theories beyond the frames of the models is limited 
to larger circles. Contrary to mechanics and electrodynamics, first of all 
classical thermodynamics is to be considered as a theory having no structural 
character but a dynamic one. A considerable simplification of the dynamism 
of processes is used hy this theory when it is based on the equilibrium model 
of quasi-static (reYersible) processes. Since this is question of phenomeno
logical theories, it is clearly shown by their formation, that rough structural 
models are applied ,,-hen the dynamic conditions can be inspected relatively 
easily, moreoyer when they can eyentually be also observed. This is the situa
tion in the case of simpler forms of motion, for instance, in mechanics. The 
reason for this is that in such cases the rigorous internal structure (molecular 
structure) can he completely left out of consideration, and thus the adequate 
approximation of a phenomenological description requires only the building 
out of a rough macro-structural model. 

The situation is quite different in thermodynamics haying a more 
complicated form of motion. In this theory the internal fine structure cannot 
he completely left out of considcration. It has indeed to be taken into account 
even for the simplest phenomena (for instance evaporation) at least from its 
existential point of yiew in order to physically interprete this phenomena. 
In these cases microstructure can already not be left out of consideration 
i.e. it can not be replaced any longer hy a rough structured macromodel. 
The reason for it is that the macroscopic dynamism of thermodynamic processes, 
though in general and so also computed in this manner, depend to a decisive 
extent on the internal molecular structures and on the yariation in time 
of the microstructures. Thus it is comprehensible why in theories of pheno
menological thermodynamics, first of all the dynamic condition should be 
simplified, i.e. what is the reason that at the beginning of the development 
of theory one could base theory on the simplest dynamic model; on the model 
of equilibrium. On the hasis of the fore goings, an answer can be giyen also 
to the problem. 
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As a summary the followings can be stated concerning the relation of 
experiment, model and theory. From the structural and dynamical points 
of view the evaluation arrangement of the empirical material and its relation 
to reality require the building out of such models on which these conditions 
could be expressed qualitatively as well as quantitatively. In the individual 
physical disciplines depending on their particular problems, structural and 
dynamical models are utilized. Such models had already been needed hy 
experimentalists for exact and well defined but possibly simple forms. But, 
in the majority of cases experimentalists could not considerably advance in 
ahstraction except for the exact model, and the description of the funda
mental properties describing the same. The detailed huilding out of the theory 
on the hasis of a determined model is awaiting its theoretical colleague, the 
experimental knowledge of which, however, in general, dops not pxceed 
the knowledge of data and relations referring to the characteristical properties 
of the model in question and the existential conditions of these properties. 

It is ach'isahle to differentiate hetween experimental and theoretical 
physicists, and on the other hand, on the basis of experience of the last decades 
this has also proved to be fructiferous. 

The endeavour of physical idealists is to confront theoretical examina
tions with experimental facts by making use of this diyision of labour (let us 
remember the adherent!:' of this view belieying in the omnipotence of experi
mental research, which became owidespread ill Germany under the leadership 
of Stark and Lenard, by whom theory was rejected as a "Je'I'ish" inYention, 
'I'hereas experiment was referred to as the only true and high style "Arian" 
method). Whereas on tlw other hand the complcte in productiyeness of experi
ments was emphasized by Eddington and ~Iilne, because according to their 
opinion. for researchers at home in mathematics and philosophy (ideali~tic 

philosophy) the laws of nature are eyident without any experiments. 
Indeed the situation is that the theoretical physieist relies on the ohs\'r

yations of the expenmentalist, as if the experiment had heen carried out hy 
himself. Reyerscly the experimentali8t relics in exactly the same \I'ay 011 the 
results of his theoretieal colleague, as if those had hepn attained by him. 
The hase upon \\-hich the knowledges of hoth rely is the exaet phy~ical 111Od,,1. 

From the point of yiew of the ideology of dialectic materialism the 
foregoings result is that that, in relationship between experiment and theory 
- an important role is due to the physical model, in whieh experimental 
results are sUlllmarized, placed into order giying a unifoT1n pieture whieh 
ean also be quantitatiyely descrihed. 

This uniform picture, the physical model, is the sehellle which is commonly 
produced by the experimentalist and theoretieal researeher, in order to huild 
upon it the theory corresponding to the doctrine, hy the eoncepts and theorems 
of the 1110del. 
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In the first stage of recognition which leads from experience to abstract 
thinking, from the essential to the deepest essence, thus a middle degree -
as first a uniform essence, the physical model - should be inserted, keeping 
in mind, that the model itself was produced from abstraction. 

4. Model theory and axiomatics 

In the preceding it could be seen that with a physical model the dynamic 
and structural conditions of the real world and, in general, only onc of them 
is decidedly reflected. Briefly: a complete physical model is a rougher represen
tation than the original one of the structural and dynamical conditionE of the 
real world. 

It has already been dealt with under points 1 and 2 that all the concepts 
and theorems of a theory, corresponding to fundamental concepts and theorems 
of a system of axiom,. can only then to a certain approximation be correct 
if they are abstracted from reality, and thus reflect reality. The correct formu
lation of the model of a theory at a giyen stage of development is thus, corrc
sponding to the problem, \I'hen fundamental concepts and theorems abstracted 
from objectiye reality can be unified to a complex unity of a branch of science 
for the model of a theory. Expressed in other 'words: In which way can, by 
a system of axioms referring to the fundamental concepts an empirically control
lable model theory, be defined and limited at an attained degree of abstraction 
and accuracy? Reyersely. by wJlat system of axioms could the basic properties 
of a physical model bp satisfied ?l~ 

The representation of a physical model by a system of axioms i.e. the 
:-ynthesis of clarity and accuracy leads to the building out of an axiomatic 
model theory. In this synthesis the properties of the requirements of the funda
mental concepts and theorems of a theory, aligned to these properties should 
simultaneously be satisfied. The requirements of objectiye reality and a theory 
can only then simultaneously and correctly be satisfied if in theory only such 
concepts abstracted from the empirical kno·wledge of reality are used of which 
the contents and extent exactly corresponds to a model serying as a description 
scheme of the model. In this conception it might also be stated that a model 
theory can just be defined as exact if a system of axioms express and determine 
the essential properties of the mocleJ.13 Such a definition should be considered 
as a recursiYe one, in the sense, that the fundamental concepts and theorems 

12 Further on the discipline model defined by the system of axioms will be called: the 
model theory. Of course there might be question of a model theory also if the model of the branch 
of science which is the basis of the theory is not fixed. This is the case for instance in biology 
the less exact branches of science. though'it is doubtless that also this science has a determin~~l 
and eyen more determined theoretical models. Theoretical models of biologvare, howeyer. 
to defined only qualitatinly. Thus though there might be question of biologi;;-~Imodels, those 
are not quantitatiye ones, and therefore they are unfortunately in general not unambiguous. 
Therefore they essentially differ from model theories of quantitayely axiomaticizable sciences. 

13 It is worthwhile to note. that in some mathematical branches of science, - owing to the 
exceedingly high degree of abstraction the role of the model loses it;; importance or apparently 
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of the system of axioms expressing the basic properties of the model are 
simultaneously also defined "w-ith the aid of the axioms. The discipline in question 
can, of course, not be extracted from the development process, owing to which 
it was produced in a form corresponding to the given epoch. Doing so we would 
arrive to a tautology. Hence, to the axiomatic model theory there is a long route 
of development, whereas the method used in development is successive approx
imation. This method in its pure and quantitative form is known from mathe
matics, and one of its applications serves, for instance, the approximative 
determination of arbitrary accuracy of the unkno'wn of a higher order of alge
hraic equations. Its role in the process of recognition gives enlightenment as 
follows. 

When a new hranch of science is born neither the experimentalist nor 
any reasoning human being can at the beginning recognize without any 
preceding facts, and in possession of only a few experimental data, all the 
facts and relations of a certain realm of problems. Thus, primarily he starts 
out from a primitive model of a simple theory, in which there can still be found 
many subjective features and hypothetical elements. If perceptions are inter
preted on the basis of such model pictures, then contradictions may arise. 
Contradictions can only be resolved by modifying the starting basis of the 
original model as well as the fundamental concepts and theorems determining 
its properties i.e. the system of axioms of the discipline. 

Thus, owing to this constant eomparison of the model and its system 
of axioms with experience, it eonstantly improves and develops. 

On the basis of an axiomatic model theory it can clearly be seen that the 
formalization of a system of axioms does by no means signify the end of scicn
tific research. Namely, however correct a system of axioms may be and how 
impeccable it is logically, strictly taken it never refers to the real world, but 
to a more or less approximative reflected image; namely that of the model. 
Hence, a system of axioms cannot be gnosiologically faultless, not only because 
it cannot be faultless from the gnosiological point of view, but first of all because 
thc laws of a model theory determined by a system of axioms obtained as the 
convergency limit of an approximation series, are only more or less truely 
reflected pictures of the objective laws of the real world. Thus, also the relative 
character of the axioms is evident, because at each stage of historical develop
ment, the limit of which has been expressed by them "was attained by model 
theories representing our knowledges uniformly and generally during the 
description of objective reality. 

disappears. This is the case for instance if the theory might be considered as the direct defini
tion of the ,ystem of real numbers. Similarly, the system of axioms of the group theory is the 
direct definition of the concepts of the group without a median model. This exceptional situ
ation of the mathematical discipJines is due to the particular character of mathematics and the 
.:ircumstallce that the relation of mathematics to the real world is much more indirect as that 
one of physics. 
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5. Theory - model - practice 

Undel." point 3 we arriyed to the fact that recognition, leading from ex
perience to abstract thinking, between experience and theory as a median 
degree, - as a primary and uniformly descriptive essence, - the model should 
be placed. In abstraction the model constitutes such a connection which is 
commonly produced by the experimentalist and theoretical research!'r 'with 
the aid of experience, and to the basis of which after having established the 
system of fundamental theorems of the latter, the whole theory is built up. 
Descriptively it can be stated that the theoretical researcher relies on the basis 
of the model and directs his attention upwards to the details of the eyer more 
abstract theoretical construction, and is eventually concerned with the improH'
ment of the model self. W-hereas, from the point of yiew of the experimentalif'L 
in the majority of cases the knowledge of the well defined scheme of a theorE'tical 
model is already sufficiE'llt and satisfactory enough to interprete and system
atize the experimental data, and on the other hand, it allows to exactly fono\\
the deyclopment of thc theory \\-ithont dealing with its details)l 

'Vhen on thc basis of the concepts and theorems of an abstract branch 
of science a process should be intentionally produced by adequate deyices. thi'1l 
theory is appliE'd in practice. 

The practical application of concepts and theorems of the system iF not 
carried out in one single stE'P, but in many stages, similarly to the abstraf'tioll 
process. From among these stagE's the model is again the one and the 1110:,t 

essen tial one. 
A tcchnical application of the model theory corresponding to practioll 

requirements is again preceded by a great mallY control experiments. 
The purpose of these experiments is to confirm from as many poin ts 

of yiew as possible thc correctness of the conclusions drawn from the sy~tf'nl 
of axioms of onc of the model theories by mathematical deduction. Since 
abstract concepts of the theory refer to the cliseiplin~' model eontaining tIlt' 

condjtions, those simplifying and ensuring the "alidity of the system of axiom,.. 
Therefore, the conditions of experimental control haye ah\-ays to be in agrl'e-

I' On the basis of the foregoing, yery important conclusions can be drawn conct'rnillg 
the teaching of physics as well. Lower leyel teaching shall always ani,.-e inductiYely to the 
deyelopment of uniform theoretical models of the corresponding disciplines and to the pun>st 
description of their essential features and of their relations. Thus the advanced studies can n>ly 
upon a solid hasis and might start by an eyentual further extension of it - at the beginning 
of course only in an inductive way ,,-ith the total deyelopment of the theory built upon the 
model. In practice it nnforlunately often happens. that students making their studies of exp"ri
mental physics dont arriYe to the clear understanding of the theoretical model of a branch 
of science. Thus for instance who cant make difference between the theoretical model of gen· 
metric optics and waYe optics wont understand it neither by the solutions of waYe equations 
in the course of his theoretical studies. Such and similar examples are unfortunately often 
encountered, therefore it is worthwhile for teachers to supervise the material of their lectures 
and their methods of teaching with the aim whether they succeeded in injecting into th e 
students the uniform sketch of the theoretical model of the branch of science, in the course 
of teaching the experimental material and the fundamental laws of the corresponding discipline. 
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ment with the conditions ensuring the validity of the discipline model of the 
applied theory. 

Expressed in other words: the general model of the theory correctly 
gives acconnt of the objective reality to a certain approximation, only in the 
case of well defined experimental conditions on the basis of conclusions and 
legacies reflecting its laws. O,,-ing to this fact the experiments ought to be 
realized under conditions satisfying the discipline model. On the application 
of the general model theory of rigid bodies it is, for instance, not possible 
to draw e,-en approximatiye conclusions and to establish artificial deyices 
from the theory on that basis ,,-hen the applied material, at least to the required 
approximation, does not fulfill the conditions "which are required by the 
yalidity domain of the general laws of classical mechanics and by the "ell 
defined conditions of the model of a rigid body. Somewhat more difficult 
conditions are encountered when the concepts and theorems of classical heat 
theory are to bt' used for the description er thermodynamic properties of rela
tiyely small sized sy"tems. 

In such eases fluctuations of considerable intensitv occur in the system. . . 
The situation is also a similar one if the theory is to be used for the description 
of such systems, rf'spectiyely, for the execution of such eonstructions in ,,-hich 
irreyersihle transport processes take place. The enumeration of examples 
particularly in mierophysical respect - could without end be eontinued. 
From OUT point of yi('w it only is important as regal'Ch the application of laws 
and theorems of the model theory, equally during the control experiments, 
as in realized, and operating technical constructions already in the cour.~e 

of planning constructioll and exacution - the conditions determining tllP 
di.scipline model. The laws characterizing it as well as the conclusions deriHd 
from it ought to be, so to say, "preformed" into the device. Perhaps it might 
also he stated that during the processes of planning cOllstruction and execution. 
1:he discipline model is "ohjectiyized". The discipline model betweC'n the fran"'5 
of laws and theorems and the condition giying the yalidity limIts of same, the 
experiment giyes the expected result, respectiyely, technical deyice operates.;5 
If in a device the theory of the abstract model of theorips, necessary for t!lP 
operation of the deyice. is 110t reaiizt'd then the dcvice rIoes not operate. 
Hence. the general theoretical model of a branch of science is again to he found 
hetween theory and practice. It is in the process of planning eonstruction 

13 Of course a technical dence operate,. umally according to the law,. of model theorie,. 
of different branches of science. 

For the planning and execution of a steam engine first of all the model theory of cla,.,-ieal 
mechanic .. referring to rigid bodies as well that one of cias5ical heat theory Yalid for reYer"ihk 
proces:;es should b~ take~l into consideration. At the same time for the operation of a cosmic 
rocket the knowledge of quik a series of scientifieal branches i,. needed. A cosmic ··experiment" 
giYes simultaneously account of the correctness of many branches of sciences more oYer of the 
simultaneous yalidity being so to say in interaction with one another of their corresponding 
discipline modek 
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and execution, and is finally realized in the operating deyice in the particular 
synthesis of structure and operation. 

Speaking of practice in such a sense that under giyen circumstances 
it realizes the concepts and la·ws of a theory, then we are producing such a 
construction by which the generalization is realized in the singular. Its conse
quence is, of course, that by the structure and operation of the deyice only 
a special part or parts of the theoretical model, in the majority of cases (of 
many) is realized, hence not the whole discipline model (or the totality of these 
complete models). In other words it could be stated that an abstract discipline 
model forming the complete theoretical scheme of a branch of science is con
cretized i.e. in practice, only specific part models16 • 

In the reyerse process this in the course during abstraction from experi
ence Yersus theory - to synthetical process, when in the course of abstraction 
experimental facts arising from different -- mostly neighbouring - domains 
of reality are logically connected, generalized, and by connecting in many 
steps, resulting of seyeral such generalizations in 'which a particular synthesis 
characterizing a certain branch of science, the theoretical model is deyelopedY 

As a summary with the deYelopment of recognition, hy the improyement 
of theories, the continuous interaction of experience, experiment and ahstract 
thinking is assumed. We endeayol.ued to demonstrate that experiment and 
eyery days practice is nothing hut a particular conncction of the abstraction 
actiyity of the intellect and of the sensual activity, which is realized either 
in the ahstract theoretical or in the concretized practical model, or in the already 
huilt up device. The theoretical model is concretized in all instruments or 
deyices used during experimentation and application, so that during this 
time the system of axioms of the theory, the system of knowledge of it!' la.l"s 
and theorems, thus the whole theory is realized. 
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Ir, The "objectivization" the general model in the course of applications and its splitting 
into smaller part models is particularly evident in such cases when before the final execution 
of a device the designing engineer is performing concrete part model maquettes etc. In this 
respect for instance the median role from theory versus practice of the model is proved and 
illustrated concretelv bv the existence of the well-known similarity theories of hydro- and 
aerodynamics. The lilaq~ette however, can be always only a part m~del and can ne"ver incar
nate the whole discipline model. 

I; There are of course also diversities as regards the role of the model 011 the way lead· 
ing from experience towards theory. respectively on the way into the reverse direction. These 
are however, not general ones and are requiring detailed analyses from case to case, whereas 
this problem will not be dealt with here. 


